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Since 2016, The InSitu Festival has been the public face of the Creative Hub 1352.  

https://www.creativehub1352.ca/  Engaging with audiences exceeding 2,000 visitors, 

and engaging with over 500 established, emerging artists and students, the In Situ 

Festival brought Lakeshore Corridor Communities together in the Mississauga heritage 

Small Arms Inspection Building for three days of collaboration, celebration, and 

reflection.  COVID19 lockdowns prevented the Creative Hub from physically bringing 

people together for InSitu 2020; but it did not stop us from creating together.  Instead 

of simply ‘putting the Festival online’ we reimagined InSitu by World Building.  

Together with community artists, the Creative Hub created an imagined place called The 

Lost Museum.  As an imaginary virtual space, The Lost Museum became our new 

platform for co-creations, collaborations, and co-creation - a safe place to foster 

resilience during a time of loss and uncertainty. 

 

During Fall 2020, The Lost Museum Creative team connected 8 Outreach Artists with 

community, secondary and post-secondary programs, students, organizations, and 

other artists.  Each Outreach Artist was asked to create an art project with their 

community partner – inspired by four key words:  Lost, Abandoned, Forgotten, 

Discarded.  The Outreach Artists then worked virtually with their partner organization 

teaching, encouraging, curating, and collaborating in the making of new artwork 

inspired by lost, abandoned, forgotten, and discarded. The results are the collections   

now hosted in the various ‘rooms’ of The Lost Museum.  The Outreach Artists were then 

asked to create a ‘character’ who they imagined would care for their collection in The 

Lost Museum. The results are the fabulous portrayals of the Lost Librarian, Lost 

Architect, The Wayfarer, The Linguist, The Lost Performer, Raheel the Collector, and 

the Alchemist included in   http://thelostmuseum.ca/ 
 

The Creative Hub 1352 is committed to growing and expanding the collections of The 

Lost Museum.  In the Splendorous Study, we are delighted to share the original outreach 

notes, artist calls and projects that opened the Museum.  Thank you to the Outreach 

Artists for supporting this initiative and sharing their projects. We hope these initial 

endeavours will motivate educators, artists, and community organizations. Please enjoy 

learning about The Lost Museum Outreach projects.  If you, your class, or your 

organization would like to use this material, add to a collection, or propose a new 

collection please contact the Creative Hub 1352 at  info@creativehub1352.ca   
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  Ian Keteku 

 Ian Keteku 

https://www.ianketeku.com 

 

  Students of the Ontario College of Art & Design 

University  

 Partnership with OCADU 

  

Secondary or Post Secondary Theatre, Creative Writing, Writer’s Craft. Independent 

Poets, Poetry Circles, Spoken Work & Poetry Artists & Clubs. 
 

  Lost Voices 

 
  The Preservation Portal is a threshold space existing in between time 

and place.  The space is filled luminous bottles – each preserving the voice of a poet who 

holds a moment, or a memory.   These voices are at risk of being lost, forgotten, 

abandoned, or discarded, and so it is the responsibly of The Linguist Okyame to 

preserve, protect, and commemorate these stories, and care for each voice.    

 

This work was an assignment within a larger intensive writing course intended to 

engage students from a range of backgrounds and poetic sensibilities.  Within the course 

students were encouraged to experiment with the transformative potential of creating 

socially relevant poetry as they learned how to embody their words and empower their 

artistic vision in performance contexts.  

Curriculum connections and voices from and with Dub Poetry, Spoken Word and Hip-

Hop poetics were important in this assignment to ensure genre authenticity. Future 

iterations should continue to contextualize the assignment through discussion and 

reflections on the political, racial, and gendered nature of social change and poetry 

performance.  Critical writings, and video performances in dub, slam, and hip-hop 

poetics, in addition to a broad range of written works that live dynamically off the page 

should be made available to students.  

Using small group, and mentoring, students were asked to write, revise, prepare and 

perform in a collaborative and supportive environment. Work included examining 

mentor texts that modeled skills or elements of poetry.  These were used as 

springboards to write and revise written texts intended to engage, entertain, and affect 

an audience.  

https://www.ianketeku.com/
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CRWR-2001 Intro to Spoken Word, Slam & CRWR-4001 Spoken Word, Dub & 
Performance  https://selfservice.ocadu.ca/Student/Courses/Search?subjects=CRWR 

 

The following prompts, written by artist Ian Keteku, began the process with students:  

• If your house is burning what one artifact will you take with you? 

• What is your favourite artifact from the past? 

• What do you wish to know about where you are from? 

• What are the old words, people, sayings that mean a great deal to you? 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://selfservice.ocadu.ca/Student/Courses/Search?subjects=CRWR

